In 2016, the aviation cluster Hamburg Aviation decided to expand its network into the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) world. With that, the network Windrove was born!

Supported by the »Innovationsforum Mittelstand« of the BMBF, the aim from the very beginning was to find economic fields of application for UAV in metropolitan regions. Thanks to the diverse, strong and open participation of the Windrove community and the resulting impulses and ideas, Hamburg is home to a variety of innovative Urban Air Mobility (UAM) teams and internationally recognised projects, and is also part of the EU’s UAM Initiative.

Join our Windrove network and benefit from the advantages of a proven and sustainable cluster structure.

Windrove is the neutral bridge and platform between all UAM stakeholders. We foster the integration of civil and commercial use of drones in urban areas.

Hamburg. The Home of Urban Air Mobility.
Join our growing community today.

UAM Network Windrove: Linking all Stakeholders in and to Hamburg.

Windrove. Powered by Hamburg Aviation.
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